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"Some Observations and Comment's
on InterraCial Sociolinguistic LanquageBehavior

of High SchOol Yco th"

Mary Lt):1eFiliP

Oakland pnivefrs

In inCreasi g numbers high schoo youth are participants
,

in moderate to inten olent scipial conflict. As

a-result, the climate of learning has bedil,one of destructive

tensions rather than constructive educational proCeSses. The

cause of these conflicts frequently can-be traced to factors

within the setting of the bi-racial school, One major element,

in this complex tension build up in schools' is the language

patterns,of speech and thei.r'various meanings to the respective

peer geoups. These patterns seem to create barriers-bOtwoen__

these groups and often between the entire student b& Wand the

offiOialdom of administrators and tearChers.
, -

Recent disturbances in'River Rouge, Michigan, and obser-'

iiations from my perspective as a teacher have illustrated that

4.n'fact a communication barrier does exist. The trial that

came out of the River RoUge disturbances.a75141uary 1970 spec-

ifically was focused on this,barrier. While Michigan Law dots

not allow conviction based on evidence of fighting words, such

'words-do pfovoke attacks on the.insultinq party. This is es

pecially true if one of the persons happens to be black and t

other white. The authOr, in consultation with the defense,

attorney, was prompted to test this notion that word
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f
are different for each racial youth peer gro p. While the sample

was small for the brief survey run, it included proportighate

numbers of both black and white youth representing the various

status levels of the respective communities. There were twenty-,

five white eleventh and twelfth grade students and'twenty-three

black eleventh and twelfth grade students.
1 As the radial dis-

turbance in River Rouge High School was supposedly the relult

of "fighting words", set.eral of these as well as some words from

the current teen-age arm were included in the survey question-

.naire. Each group of students was asked to respond,to these .

words when said in two different situations. The first $itua0A3n

Was described as follows:

Not.rsuppose a 'person of your own age anal the same race
as you--a white person speaking to a white\perSon or
a black person speaking to a black person --HoW would
you feel (about each one of these words they were
said to you)? '

Situation two asked for the students' reaction to\the same words

in an interradial setting:

Now suppose a person of your own age but a-different
race from yoursv4 white, person speaking to a back
person'or'a black person speaking to a white person--..
uses one of these-words, how would you feel?

Srhough there'were twelite words on the survey fiorm, only ten

seemed to elicit either strong positive or strong negative re-

actions. As these^ords are almost equally divided between

"fighting words". and.complementary words, they offer an excel-

'
lent base for this analysis and tentative proof of the Major

hypotheses. These words are:

Bold
Together .



Cool

A
Bright

Punk
AA Son of a Bitch
An Ass
A Bastard
A Pig
A Freak
A Pimp
A Motherfucker

The students, were given four defined categories and one which

allowed them to.state in their own words either more precise

or stronger feelings. The categories- -feel good, don't care,

feel bad, feel angry, and something else--were pointedly

weighted toward the negative and fighting feeli gs as this was

the emphasis pf the survey and we wanted tk de the degreeS.

of negative emotions that were attached to these fighting words

if at all possible, In a third part:ofthe questionnaire, a

questionWould any of these words we have listed make you angry

enough to fight another person if he said them to you in a group

at school ? - -was asked. The answers ranged from very negative

reactions to remarks indicating that several students would keep

peace at all costs. These will be quoted later on...

The data from thesurvey.was collated into six tables.

Tables I amyl are a simple count of the responses under the

°various categories of feelings for each word. ',It is interesting

to note'ehat the "something else" category unanimously means.

"fight" to'both"bleck and whites respondents when they indicated

that the Other four did not express their reactions adequately.

Tables III and IV are analyses of the simple count of the differ-
.

ent responses. The categories were weighted numerically as

follows:
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Feel , Good Al
Don't Care

,Feel Bad, -41

Peel Angry -2

The rationale,. for such weighting is that being angry is clearly

di M feeling bad. This discrepancy was especially re-

Kyealed in the students'-comments. Therefore, by treating godd

and bad as equ 1 opposites-.4and adding another degree of negative

feeling to angr , we were able to determine a finer degree of the

emotional respon e to -these "fighting words ". The differential

in Tables III and. I\X numerically describes the shift or change

in the responden\t '
attitude towards the implication of the

meaning -of each word When spoken in a bi-raCial setting as opposed

to an intra-raciai;- setting. As Table III is the>analsis of the,
,

.

black students response \s - -and Table IV is the analysis of the

white students respon es, the differentials, when compared, reveal

that there is a defin to reversal in feelings among the black

students when a white tudent utters these words than when a

fellow black studentd es. That ibpworks, also, but not to the

saMe extent, in a posit've.way with the complementary words is

encouraging.. What 'the tatistics reveal is that white students

exprese a wider negativ differential with the Words-bright and-

together differential at all with such words as motherfucker

and bastard, and a small positive differential with the word

freak., This would be appropriate, it seems, in that briqht and

together coming from4 black student to a white student, while

complimentary, would perhaps seem to be an Uncle Tom attitude

to win a place in the dominate white peer cultUre, at the, most,

0e-a rc stic insult of the white student's ability to be able
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>U) "make it" easier thah the black, at the least. The fact that
\

some highly loaded negative words, while eliciting some very

negative responses, do not mean anything special in different
\

racial betting for the white student seems to reveal that on one\

level, at least, the white student expresses no racial prejudice.

The word freak is interesting. Though the differential is small,

. only a- -plus tWo, it is enough to make us wonder if the interpre-

tation of the word hy the white youth, when said by a black youth

.,..

1

..-

is that, "you are

and I am white."

supported,by the

dent responses,

right, I

That this

fact that

freak has the

am a freak to you as you are black

interpretation might hold is further

in Table III analyzing the black stu-'

positive differential of plus three.

The black student, thexefore, seems to see the white youth's

definition:Of freak revertedt should-not be assumed, however,

that this positive differential means that this word is not a

fighting word. Five black students said that they would fight

over being called this'--four in a black-white situation and one

in.an intra- racial. situation. The words that carry the least

differential for the black students are-cool and bright with ass
0

. hairi g no differential at all. This seems to indicate that the

bl k students consider these words universal and unprejudiced

terms. Rightly so,if one could'hypothesize that the use of these

words by whites to blacks makes for recognition by the dominate
,

culture- that the blacks, as either a group or an individual, are .

Meeting some sort of "civilized". standard in the eyes of that

dominate culture. That the black students-show the greatest dif-

ferential on punk ,(-17) and motherfucker (-11) supports the point
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that fighting-words are 'definiteO'loaded in thebiracial situ-
,.

,tion. Punk for the white students shows t differential of--4

in the bi-racial setting. It is a-17 for4,black youth. Dying

knowledge of the historical background of tipe Negro race in Amer.

ica one could easily understand why this would be. Tbe negative,

overtones of the word -- young., inexperienced, ancLassociated with I

b,

criminal behavior--would naturally put a person' who. has always

been on the defensive in an even more guarding position to prove

that he is not punk. Fighting may not be the appropriate way

to show his displeasure of the term, however, the e-righteous anger

expressed in the comments of the black students--"It makes me

mad," "It's a put down"--underscores the intensity of the insult.

That.these sociolinguistic interpretations of reattions to

s ch words might be valid is only-hinted at-in this survey. More`'

interviewing and intensive research need by done before any of

these intuitive hypotheses can become proven or disproven as

statements of fact.

Tables V and rI further define the differential of Tables III

and IV. These tables indicate the percentage of times the inter-

pretations of,Words changed across race lines, that is the
A

percentage of times there was one or more shifts among the foUr

categories when there was change in.the racial context as defined

by the situation described in the-questionnaire. Table V, the

percentage of shift in the black student responses, points out

that the, list of words as a whole has, almost double the numbe,

(67 versus 36) of negative shifts than-Table VI, the percentage

of / shifts in the white student responses, With the black. students,

0
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47.9% shifted t eir meaning of punk in the bi-racial setting,

while only 8,77,vs ifted to. a negative position 'With the word bold. .

These percentages are in agreement with the differentials of

Table III; Freak, however, which had a plus 3 differential, had

actually a 26.1% negative shift and a 4.35% positive shift (for

black youth) in the bi-racial setting. These percentages give

further support of its fighting quality. Table VI, the percentage

of times interpretation shifted in the minds of the white students,,

13 not supportive of the differentials of Table IV. The white

students express a much smaller percentage of shifts to the nega-

tive in the bi-racial situation than their black peers. This. is

counterbalanced, however, by a fairly large percentage of positive.

shifts relative to the percentage of positive shifts in Table V

by the black students. For instance, ass whith' for the white

students has the greatest percentage of negatiVe

also has a 16% positive shift. This compaies to a 21.75% negative

shift and a 17.40% positive shift for the black youth. 'For the

black students, however, this word creates less than half the

amount of negative shifting when we remember that punk had 47.85%

negative shift. These percentages tell an intriguing socio-

linguistic tale. Punk, by definition, puts the insultee in a

derogatory sociAl class. Black students, having the-long histoFy
0

of being second Llass citizens, would naturally be particularly

sensitive to any terminology like punk which infers a class status

repulsive to the dominate peer culture. Black youth could then

.15e predicted to feel "super angry" when someone in a secure class

position degrades their insecure class status. White students
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in America, if only by'virtue of their Caucasian ancestry, have'

a relatively034cure class status. They would not therefore, be

as offended as their black peers by this fighting word. ass,

however, is an assassination of an individual's character. The

white student, though conydent of his class status, may easily

feel insecure about his personal identity. If a black'teen-alter

were to insult him in this way, he could be expected to over-

react, as he would consider the speaker to be in no position to

attack his fragile self-identity. Freak still has some interest-

ing figures attached to it. It has a 4% negative shift, but also

a 8% positive shift which again reinforces the interPretatipn

previously 'given to the word--that is, that to the whiteretudent,

tht elolaec"Student is a freak because he is not white, and to the

!A 3 / /1
black. student -, the white student is a freak because he is not

7'4
. .

bAatk.

What proved most interesting, perhaps more from semantic and

sociological points of view than the linguistic perspective, was

the comments asked for under part three of the survey instrument.

The reasons the black students gave as to why they would fight

if called certain words offers much insight into!the students'

sense of the essence of.these words and'the people who speak them.

My mother is not a dog.

I feel that this certain person doesn't have any business
talking or insulting me if that, person doesn't know me,

If they know my name and can't call me by my name and call
me.something like that instead I know I will be ready to

fight and it has happened before.

If someone calls ,me a bitch they are calling my mother
one and.they have no right to judge someone they don't

know.

9
/6
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white:st4dents,-While swing less degree of negative feelings

in the numerical enaiysis of their responses, give more definite

indications, of their feelings about the words that would cause

them to fight than their black counterparts.

;don't feel that cuss words are proper and bring Olt the
Hate in one's feelings.

4 don't take nOthin' off any spook, it really gets bad
when they start insulting my mother.

The person (callirig me such names) has no respectcfor any-
one .else.

Eight of the twenty-five white students remarked they would choose

not to fight, and eleven of the black students would prefer not

to fight or would maintain peace at all costs. 'Their remarks

indicate some rather sound insight into what i worthwhile in

their young lives.

I don't think words are enough
dig fighting anyway.

(These) words are jtist showing your ig orance.

Most people only fight to draw atten on.
.

Well, 'I don't like to fight to sta with, but if am
forced to fight I will. But as f r'as it comes to calling
people names, that doesn't help either. mean. calling
people names is just showing w you are raced Esic3 at
home.

.

Perhaps much more could be don through analyzing and,changing

the home environment, but th survey does indicate that a study
8

of, the sociology of lang .ge in the high school setting has

to make me/fight, I don't

pertinent value in cr ting.an atmosphere of understanding be-
,

tween the students,. and adult leaders.

I see three major hypotheses at which his survey hints.

More extensive study should test to se what impact the socio-
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linguistic dimensions of these hypotheses play in racial conflict

in the econdary schools. They are:

Interpre,tetions of word meaning by members of one

-'rScial community are often partially modified-or

/ completely changed by another racial community.

. b. Where a clear experience of separate. language socia
ization characterizep each racial community, cont

i
is likely to be ived from, if not exacerbated/
language differe /

c, /pack of recognition of different word mean4ihs in

ilarii

ell a the
fus racial groups by controlling group's treng hens

the /inter-racial communications barrier s

coMmunication batrier betWeen the total b1k and white
community and the controlling groups.
/

The firSt hypothesis has had a rather conclusive p

ct-

etest in this

r I

small, survey. It needs more careful investigaioiz, howeyer,

along the'lines formulated by David R. Heise in his article "Social

, Status, Attitudes, and,W6rd Connotations," (SociOlOgical Inquiry,

Vol. 36, 1966: 22772'39) where eargue5 that referentatituds2

towards words are derived from and associated with experience and

-4400 that that "attitude continues as long as the pat ern of exper-

ience producing it is unaltered."3 He then i

that these personal r erent attitudes are sha

general social4at4 udea in our highly complex

t oduces the idea

d with prevailing

society. When

such attitudes dO not agree, the balance theory can be brought
. .

into play. pat is, if social referent attitude and personal ref-

erent attitude do not agree, tension and dissonance results, with

the individual trying to escape that tension. The outlets avail-

able in this society are "avoidance and rejection, communication

or instrumental action, restructuring, attitude change, or psychO-

logical defense mechanisms (repression, projection, regression,

etc:)"4 What then may happen is that the conflict may be reduted"

Hi
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_between language and personal-attitudea.by restructOring the

language itself through the use of synonyms and subl4inguages

and the vicious circle begins again, :I
,

Walt Wofram is one researcher who'has begun to break this

' vicious circle with substantial research supporting the relativel
r4

new concept that Black English 5
is a dialect, yes, but also a

language with its own .rules of grammar and pronunciation separ

from that used by speakers'of standard AMerican English. The

acceptance of this point, at least among sociolinguistics, may

eventually affect the IQ testing and interviewing of...black stu-

dents. Labov in his study of black children in the ghettoes

of New York has proven that future research must take this,into

account. His recent study recorded in, TheMprida Reporter i'

entitled "The Logic of Non-Standard English". gives/an exce4#nt
)

analysis,of how verbal and verbose.as well as gr atically.'
/
correct ghetto black, children are given the ri t setting in which

/ i \

to Communicate.5:_ Everk if the/interviewer .is lack but from the

middle class,which the\child may recognize hrough his speech

patt rnsi the child is tomatically on defensive as our

black high school student were and is very"non-verbal to the

point of lying to, preserve some

his own right, ,Using some a

more *xtendedistudyof the

School may brihg into clearer

pretations of word meaning are

group identity, as well as the

racial overtones of words to co

semb ance of being aperson in

of these tested theories in

grouris in a multi - racial high

N
us the' degree to which int

sed to determine self-image/a

pability to ignore e personal'

rehend, if no accept,",,other

°



racial or ethnic interpretations. This latter idea is raised

in a very early study (1961) by Ernest Barth in his article

'"Language Behavior of Negroes and Whites" (Pacific Sociological

Reviewl Vol, 4,11961: 66-7.) His grolips were from the same

:middle class status lev04 but he noticed that to bladka words

Seeped to have "a more personalized meaning', used in evaluative,

em tive fashion, and the words uSed, tended to be' less stract

vterms,thanAtheir white cOmpterparts used. This, wou d have
(r1

to)beConsidered when either draWihg Mp an instrument or analyz-

ing data'of a more advanced study. Some of this has already

been done in our little survey acid the implications are great.

For one, hoW does.a black student react to th.greatnumber of

abstract words used in his studies, let alone the ones used in

conversation by his white peers? And reversely, how easily can

a white student accept, understand, and contend with the emotion- .

A

ally charged use of words by his blabk colleague? And perhaps

of greater impoktance do these differenbes still hold water, or
A

has thepolitisalar6losptiere of the fast five years changed the

teen-agers feelidg of both types of words? Our survey indicates

that thisi8 t somitholoaded fighting words, bUt that is a

small part f',,the total teenage argot deed today. *

41.The second hypothesis dealing with separate language social-

4t.zation being one reason for Conflict is an extension of the

Labov's'*porg IS sgmvin an excellent indicator of what can

be dve to bring to light sensitivity cif the black student

especially about verbal beheviot and itb-ihfLuence in creating

conflitts of all degrees between raciai---9=MpsHis pointing

13
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out of the defensive that black children are on when it comes,

to verbaliping their feelings and ideas makes it very clear why
.

the atmosphere of our multi-racial high schools is so 'charged

with tensions. How separate language socialization creates bar-

riers to communication is also briefly touched upon in Wolfram's

work in Black English. notices that "ip'terms of some of the

r tuali c uses bfpanguage in.the black community,it is...ob,

served t i't alleenagers(parttcularly males) who are mainly

'responsible'for.cArrying on the tradition of ritualistic language.

Language ritu#4,d such as "sounding" (the ritualistic game in which

the mother is insulted), "signifying" (the ritualistic game of

insulting another Terson directly), 'And orapping" (a fluent and

liVely way f talking characterized' by a high.degree of personal

style how definite patterns of age-gradingi'6 May these pat-

terns not also reveal.a definite pattern of racial language

identificatiOn? As each of these patternS demand a'personal,

emotive involvement, it is clear y black-youths are very sensi-

tive

dozes

to verbal speech co truetions and diction. One question%

this hold true. r white youth?

The third hypothesis ds strictly intuirtive. Any ntelactidn

on the basis Of verbal communication, between school officials
0

and the student body can be considered in the same way as we have

dealt with, the

It, therefore;,

seemS,,however

meaningful

conrunication problem between racial peer groups.

-becomes an ad hoc thesis to the first tWo. It

this is ultimately the most important Brea where

communication must be established. Perhaps this

sounds a bit like history with all tn h school and college

14

4
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students insisting on havingia voice in cu riculum and forming.

the administrative policies'of the sChools. The question asked,

though, is about'commUnication and understan ing meanings of

words when used by very different racial and cultural groups,

not about power-play. They are linked, yep, tja there cOM-

munication her's or is there simply a stronger ightening of the
- _

separate language socializations by each group -s well as by.the
4 .

controlling group? MtimaeeTT,',7-1t is to this q estion that

wish to address further study. We, have come a l.ng way from the

court'.case and twelve words 'from the present tee age argot. That

such a journey is possible frdm the brief Observa ions of some

sociolinguistic patterns and reactions illuminate a' path of re-

search w4rh needs to be undertaken. What work ha been done is

ood but it is not enough to provide the peOple wh work in and

ith th!b schools adequate materials,which would ser e.to create

a atmosphere. of constructive learning and thus hel end the

conflicts Pepetting our schools before thay.start.

5.



Table /1'

A NUMERICAL COUNT OF BLACK STUDENTIRESPONSES
IN EACH CATEGORY AND SITUATION

Total of 23 students in survey

26

0

Feel Good Don't Care Feel'Bad Feel Angry Or Something Elsei

S1 S2
word

S1** S2*** Sl. 52. S1 S2 Si. S2"

Bold 17 16 4 2 1 4

A Punk 0 0 8 3 .8 1 5 17

Together 15' 11 5- 11

A Son of a Bitch 0 0 2 2. 4 1 12 14

A Pimp 0 0 .13 12 3 2 6

A Motherfucker 1 0 4 2 / 5 1 7 14

Cool 15 ,12 6 10 0 0 1

An ABS 8 8. 5 3 9 10
A .

A Bastard 0 4 3. 5 1 11 A
Bright 14 13 9 . 10 0 '0 0

A Pig 0 0, 10 , 8 5 2 7 10

A Freak 0. . 0, 5 6 fl, 1 11 12

5 6

1 2

*Or something else unanimously meant FIGHT to the respondents who
wrote in .heir feelings under this heading.

* *S1 means situation one where on permin is speaking to another of his

own age and race.

***S2 means situation two where one person is speaking to another his,
own age.but of a different race.

z 16
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Table,2.

A NUMERICAL COUNT OF WHITE STUDENT RESPONSES
TO EACH CATEGORY AND SITUATION

Total of 25 in survey

Word
Feel Good

S1 SZ

Don't Care Feel

S1 S2

Bad

S1 S2

Feel Angry

S1 S2'

Or Son4thing Else

gl S2

Bold 12 11 10 10 1 2. , 0 , 0 1 0

A Punk , , 1 0 12 10 -; 1 2 10 11 1 1

Together 20 18 4 5 0 1 0 1 1 2

A Son of a Bitch 0 O. 4 5 2 1 18 18

A Pimp 0 2 9 61 3 3 13 14

A Motherfucker 0 O. 4 3 2 2 18 18 1 2 0

Cool 19 18 5 6 0' 0 0 0 0 l'

An Ass) 0 0 l 10 11 7 2 8 12 0 0

A Bastard 0 0 6 5 3 3 16 16 0 1,

Bright 14 11 7 12 1 0 1 1 1'

,,
,,

A Pig 0 '0 9 8 4 4 11 13 .1 0
o

A Freak - 0 1 16 14 2 1 7 7 0 0

7
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Table`

ALYSIS'OF THE NUMERICAL COUNT 0 LACK STUDENT RESPONSES
IN INTERRACIAL AND INTRA-RACIAL LANGUAGE CONTEXT

EXPLANATION OF PROCEDURE: Each of-

the four categories were weighted numericly
as

Feel Good---' +1
Don't Care 0

Feel Bad -1
Feel Angry -2

The rationale for such weighting a that angry
i clearly different from bad a d that good

d bad are equal opposites.

Situation 1 Si nation 2 Differential*
'Word (interracial) (i rd-racial)

. .

A Punk

Motherfucker

Together

Bold

-18 J-35 -17

-11

-6

-5 -9 -4

-18 -29

+9

A Bastard -26 -29 -3

-19 -22 0 -3

'- .....

_-A Son. -29
/.-- .

'Wimp- -13 - 0 -14

+13 +12

+14 3333___

_-----
.

Ass \ -23 -23

-28 125

Coo

Bright

A Freak

\
*The differential indicates the negative or positive shift betWeen situation
one (intra-racial) and situation two (interracial) for the purpose of dis-
covering which types of wards create the least change in attitude and

(1. which create the most change is attitudes.

i8
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h. Table 4

ANALYSIS OF WHITE STUDENT RESPONSES

.

Word Situation 1
(interracial)

Situation 2
(intra-racial)

Differential*

Bright +28 +20 -8

Together o ' *20 +13 -7

A Punk ,
'-20 -24. -4

A Pig -26 -30 -4

An Ass -23 -26 -3

Cool +38 +36 -2

Bold +24 +22 -2

A Pimp -29 -29 0

A Motherfucker -38 -38 0

A Bastard -35 -35 0

A Son of a Bitch -38 -37 +1

A Freak
,

-16 -14 +2

*See explanation after Tab e

19



Table 5

PERCENTAGE OF TIMES INTERPRETATION OF WORDS SHIFTED
ACROSS RACE LINES FOR BLACK STUDENTS

30

Word
Number of

-Positive Shifts

Number of
Negative Shifts. No Shift

A Punk 4.35% (1) 47.85% (11) 47.85% (11)

A Pig 8.70% (2) 34.80% (8) '56.55% (13)

0

'A Motherfucker e0% (0) 39.15% (9) 60.90% (14)

An Ass 17.40% (4) 21.75% (5) 60.90% (14)

A Bastard I 0% (0) 34.80% (8) 65.25% (15)

Together 4.35% (1) 26.10% (6) 69.60% (16)

A Freak 4.35% (1) 26.10% (6) 69.60% (16)

A Pimp '.13.05% (3) 13.05% (3) 73.95% (17)

Cool 4.35%(1) 17.40% (4) 78.30% (18)

A Son of a Bitch 0% (0) 13.05% 13) 87.25% (20)

Bright 4.35% (1) 8.70% (2) 87.25% (20)

Bold 0% (0) 8.70% (2) 91.60% (21)

p 20
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Table /6

PERCENTAGE OF.TIMES INTERPRETATION OF ORDS SHIFTED .

ACROSS RACE LINES FOR WRITE ST 'ENTS

Word

Number of
Positive Shifts

Number of '

Negative Sh fts

An Ass 16% (4.) 24. (6)

A. Pimp 16% (4) / 20% (5)

A Bastard 12% (3) 16% (4)

Bright 4% (1) 16% (4)

A Punk 4% (1) 16% (4).

Bold 87.. (2) 12% (3)

Together 0% (0) 16% (4)

A Pig 8% (2) 8% (2)

A Freak 8% (2) 4% (1)

A Son of a Bitch 4% (1) 4% (1).

A Motherfucker 47. (1) 4% (1)

Cool. 4%. (1) 4% (1)

NO Shift

60% (15)

64% (16)

72% (18)

80% (20)

80% (20)

80% (20)

84%/27.)

04C (21)

08% 122)

2%(23

92% (23)

42% '(2a)
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FOOTNOTES

1. The students viers. from Redford and Northwestern High Schools
in Detroit, Michigan. The survey was taken in level three
high school English cla es.

2. Heise definet refe t attitudes as "associations (that.) are
derived from ex ience." :;

,

.
t

3. David R. se, "Social Status, Attitudes, and Word Conno-
tations (-Sociological Inquiry, Vol. 36, No. 2, Spring 1961)
227. .

Ibid., 229. /:

Walt Wolfram, Some Illustrative Features of Black English
(Paper given at Center.for Applied LinguistiCS Workshop on
Language Differences, Coral.Gabes, Florida, FebrUary,18.70.)
On page one, WOlfram notes that he will use-the term Black
English-0 denote the non- standard dialect. as spoken by.most .

blacks. ''That there is no established term. used to denote
this dialect is a reflection of the fact that the legitimacy
of the dialect has only been recognized in the last several
years.."

6. Ibid., 8.

22
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